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Abstract
Mutation testing is a well known fault-based testing technique that is normally used to assess the quality of
a test suite. In this paper we use the mutation operation to derive test cases that demonstrate the absence of
certain faults in an implementation: In diﬀerence to conventional mutation testing, which mutates program
code, we mutate program contracts and generate test-input data that is able to distinguish the mutated
contract from the original one.
We show how existing development tools can be used as a foundation for the presented methodology: In
particular we rely on the counter-example generation capabilities of the Spec#/Boogie/Z3 system.
Keywords: test case generation, mutation testing, contract mutation, Spec#, Boogie, Z3
1 Introduction
Recent developments (e.g., [6]) within the software market indicate that contract-
based speciﬁcations ﬁnally arrive at the normal developer’s desk. This is very
fortunate, as contracts over functions are an excellent starting point for all sorts
of program veriﬁcation techniques. Key to these techniques is the availability of
an oracle that allows to automatically reason whether code is correct. Contracts,
expressing a partial relation between pre- and post-states of functions, provide this
capability in a very natural way. Hence, it comes as no surprise that there are many
veriﬁcation tools depending on contracts.
Based on C#, Microsoft has built the Spec# [5] system. Spec# extends C# with
preconditions, postconditions, invariants, and a notion of ownership. In combina-
tion with Boogie, a veriﬁcation condition generator that uses Common Intermediate
Language (CIL, part of [14]) code as input, and Z3 [12] as SMT-solver, capable of
producing error models, a framework for automatically verifying code has been pub-
lished. From contracts and implementation code, Spec#/Boogie is able to generate
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Fig. 1. The triangle speciﬁcation, taken from [2]
context TriangleType(j:int,k:int,l:int):String
pre: j>=1 and k>=1 and l>=1 and
j<(k+l) and k<(j+l) and l<(j+k)
post: if ((j=k) and (k=l)) then result = "equilateral"
else if ((j=k) or (j=l) or (k=l)) then result = "isosceles"
else result = "scalene" endif
endif
Fig. 2. Mutated triangle speciﬁcation, taken from [2]
context TriangleType(j:int,k:int,l:int):String
pre: j>=1 and k>=1 and l>=1 and
j<(k+l) and k<(j+l) and l<(j+k)
post: if ((j=k) and (k=1)) then result = "equilateral"
else if ((j=k) or (j=l) or (k=l)) then result = "isosceles"
else result = "scalene" endif
endif
counter-examples when, e.g., a postcondition can not be proved. (Due to the work-
ings of Boogie the reported example may be spurious.) One obvious advantage of
having a counter-example is that it can be shown to the developer, so he/she un-
derstands why the contract can be broken. This approach has been pursued by the
author of [7] and resulted in a tool that enables counter-example execution.
This paper focuses on another usage of counter-examples: Based on a variant of
mutation based testing, we use reported counter-examples to construct test cases.
In particular, we start with the contracts and mutate them according to our theory.
From the mutated and the original contract we then construct test data that can
distinguish between an implementation that adheres to the mutated contract instead
of the correct one. So the main idea of the approach is to construct test cases that
prevent a developer from implementing the “wrong” contract.
Figure 1 shows a simple speciﬁcation that has been mutated in Figure 2. Note
that the postcondition is slightly altered (k = 1 instead of k = l). This particular
mutation, taken from [1], was motivated by the fact that DNF based test cases
can miss the fault, as demonstrated in [1]. Our aim is to use the counter-example
capabilities of the Spec# system to generate the relevant test case that distinguishes
between the mutant and the correct speciﬁcation. Since we are not interested in
the implementation for the purpose of test case generation, the presented approach
is black-box.
Before going into further detail, we brieﬂy cover related testing techniques that
work with contracts on the .NET platform. For a more detailed discussion of related
research, see Section 6.
The PEX [25] tool can also be used to generate a test case for discovering
a contract violation. The diﬀerence to our approach is that we do not need an
implementation to construct test cases, and that we use the SMT solver to compute
a speciﬁc counter-example for a particular mutated contract. PEX, in contrast,
ﬁnds counter-examples by exploring all code-paths within a given implementation.
The presented approach also relates to model programs, as used in the SpecEx-
plorer [26] tool. The idea of a model program is to make a speciﬁcation executable
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and works similar to an event based system (e.g., Event-B [20]) where each action
(function) has a guard and an update statement. Within model programs, the up-
date statement (i.e. the post-condition of the event) is the method body, whereas
the guard is built by a slight abuse of the notion of a precondition. (Strictly speak-
ing, a violation of a precondition does not forbid calling the method.) Using these
guards and the postconditions in the method body, SpecExplorer does a state-space
exploration to discover the transition system. Note that these model programs lack
a contract-like-speciﬁed postcondition.
Our approach also could be applied to these model programs, as we can “abuse”
Boogie to construct a counter-example from the mutated method’s code and an
inserted, calculated post-condition. Having said that, it is diﬃcult to automatically
derive a postcondition from arbitrary complex method code.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we repeat the most important
deﬁnitions of the underlying theory and present a formula for mutation-based test
case generation. In Section 3 we introduce Spec# and Boogie and show how to
link the reﬁnement check of Boogie with the test-case generation formula presented
before. Next, we discuss the proposed methodology, give an example in Section 4
and evaluate diﬃculties arising in more complex environments in Section 5. Before
concluding, we present related research.
2 Preliminaries
We adopt the notion of [1,2] in that a test case is an abstraction of the system
speciﬁcation. Within fault-based testing, one tries to cover anticipated faults, hence
we are searching for test cases that can distinguish between the correct and an
incorrect speciﬁcation. We adopt the standard notion that faults are results of
errors (bugs), while a failure is a wrong behavior caused by a fault.
In order to generate faulty speciﬁcations from the correct one, we rely on muta-
tion operations, similar to the work presented in [18]. The underlying assumption
is that the developer will create an almost correct implementation and that errors
will be minor deviations from the correct speciﬁcation. Thus, by slightly mutating
the correct speciﬁcation and calculating test cases to distinguish the two versions,
we cover most of the errors.
In order to be self contained, we repeat the most important deﬁnitions from
[1,2]. In our theory, that is based on UTP (Unifying Theories of Programming),
we reason about programs in terms of predicates. Program variables, conceptual
variables representing a system’s state, and observable input-output streams are
represented by free variables in those predicates. The set of names of free variables
builds the alphabet. We are only interested in a particular form of predicates, called
designs in UTP, that represent a pre-postcondition speciﬁcation (precondition ⇒
postcondition). We express test cases, programs, and speciﬁcations as designs, in
other words, pre-postcondition speciﬁcations.
Deﬁnition 2.1 Let T be a set of test cases, S a speciﬁcation and I an implemen-
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tation, and
T  S  I
we deﬁne
(i) T as a correct test set with respect to S,
(ii) all test cases in T as correct test cases with respect to S,
(iii) implementation I passes the test cases in T,
(iv) implementation I conforms to speciﬁcation S.
Note that S  I has the standard notion of I being a reﬁnement of S (S is reﬁned
by I) [22] and that given the alphabet of T, S, and I we can use implication and
universal quantiﬁcation over all variables in the alphabet to write the reﬁnement
as [T ⇐ S] and [S ⇐ I]. (Similar to [13] we are using square brackets to denote
universal quantiﬁcation over all variables in the alphabet.)
Theorem 2.2 Under the observation of program start (ok) and termination (ok′),
and given preconditions Spre, Ipre, and postconditions Spost, Ipost, we can deﬁne the
reﬁnement of S by I ([I ⇒ S]) as
[((ok ∧ Ipre)⇒ (ok′ ∧ Ipost))⇒ ((ok ∧ Spre)⇒ (ok′ ∧ Spost))] iﬀ
[Spre ⇒ Ipre] and [(Spre ∧ Ipost)⇒ Spost]
It follows from the above that I is stronger, since it has the more liberal precon-
dition and the stronger postcondition: Commonly this property is known as that
under reﬁnement preconditions are weakened and postconditions strengthened.
Theorem 2.3 (Fault Discriminating Test Case) Let t be an input-output test
case. Furthermore, given a (input-output) speciﬁcation S and a faulty version Sm
where S  Sm. Then there is a discriminating test case t, such that
(t  S) ∧ (t  Sm)
Given that S  I and Sm  Im and S  Im, the following property then holds
automatically
(t  I) ∧ (t  Im)
In other words, the discriminating test case will distinguish a faulty implementation
that is a reﬁnement of the faulty speciﬁcation Sm from an implementation reﬁning
the non-faulty speciﬁcation S.
For a proof of this theorem we refer the interested reader to [1]. Note that Sm 
S  Im is possible: Diﬀerently put, an implementation of a mutated speciﬁcation
can be a reﬁnement of the speciﬁcation S and, hence, “repair” the mutation. This
is the reason for demanding S  Im in the theorem.
Taking everything together, we are looking for test input data that fulﬁlls
(Spre ∧ Smpost ∧ ¬Spost) ∨ (¬Smpre ∧ Spre ∧ Spost)
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and we expect output according to the solution of Spre ∧ Spost for the found input
data. (For more details, we refer the interested reader to [1].)
In the next section we discuss Boogie and the properties we rely on in order to
generate counter-examples that give us the necessary information for constructing
test cases.
3 Spec#, Boogie
Boogie is a static program veriﬁer that relies on the SMT-solver Z3 [12] in order
to discharge the proof obligations. Boogie deﬁnes its own input language (Boogie),
so diﬀerent front-end systems can use Boogie for automated reasoning. Spec#
is an extension to C# and adds features for contract based program veriﬁcation.
Internally, Spec# relies on Boogie.
Static veriﬁcation of methods in Spec# is done method-wise where the tool
distinguishes between an internal and an external sight of each method. In partic-
ular, any method call is replaced by a check of the precondition of the to-be-called
method and the output values are set according to given postconditions. Due to
possible underspeciﬁcation of callees, Spec#/Boogie might come up with spurious
counter examples. Loops are also treated specially as Boogie analyzes a single loop
iteration and then randomly chooses (“havocs”) values according to the invariants.
Thereafter, Boogie executes the loop body and checks that the invariants hold. Fol-
lowing this approach, Boogie does not need to unroll loops, as the havoc stands for
arbitrary iterations of the loop.
Boogie relies on weakest-precondition calculation for veriﬁcation condition gen-
eration. Before doing the weakest-precondition calculation, Boogie transforms the
input program: First it desugars commands like procedure calls, Boogie then con-
verts the method into a DAG (directed acyclic graph), adds a common, uniﬁed exit
block, inserts pre- and postconditions, converts it to passive commands (code with-
out state changes), does an optimization run, and ﬁnally generates the ﬁrst order
formulae (using precondition calculation) that are put forward to the Z3 solver.
The following description is taken from [3]. For each block within the passive
program, Boogie introduces a boolean variable that is true if every execution starting
from A is correct. So for a block
A: PassiveCommands; goto B,C ;
the block equation “BlockEq” that deﬁnes Aok is:
Aok ⇐ wp(PassiveCommands, Bok ∧ Cok)
where wp is the weakest precondition of PassiveCommands with respect to the
postcondition Bok ∧ Cok. Together with the axioms of the Boogie program, the
veriﬁcation condition then is:
Axioms ∧BlockEqs⇒ Startok
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Listing 1: Reﬁnement in Spec#
1 public stat ic void Refinement ( int a , out int r e s u l t )
2 requires a > 0 ;
3 ensures r e s u l t > 1 ;
4 {
5 r e s u l t = a + 2 ;
6 }
7
8 public stat ic void Or ig ina l ( int a , out int r e s u l t )
9 requires a > 1 ;
10 ensures r e s u l t > 0 ;
11 {
12 Refinement ( a , out r e s u l t ) ;
13 }
where Axioms is the conjunction of the axioms in the Boogie program, BlockEqs
is the conjunction of the block equations, and Start is the implementation’s start
block. For more details regarding Spec# and Boogie we refer the interested reader
to [3,5,7].
3.1 Linking Reﬁnement with Mutations and Test Case Generation
Listing 1 shows a program demonstrating that the theory of reﬁnement also is
fundamental to Spec#/Boogie. The example passes static veriﬁcation without error.
It is important to know that when verifying Original Boogie replaces the call to
Reﬁnement by the pre- and postconditions of Reﬁnement. In other words, Boogie
does not look at the implementation part of the method Reﬁnement.
Also, observe that the precondition of the method Reﬁnement has been weak-
ened, while the postcondition has been strengthened with respect to the conditions
given in the method Original, hence Original  Refinement is valid. Furthermore,
if one looks at the body of Reﬁnement, one can observe that the code again is a
reﬁnement of the contracts given. This is because the result will always be greater
than two, which is a stronger condition than the one given in the postcondition.
As mentioned in the last section, we are interested in a test input that fulﬁlls
(Spre ∧ Smpost ∧ ¬Spost) ∨ (¬Smpre ∧ Spre ∧ Spost) when S  Sm.
The ordering S  Sm is important: It says that the mutant must not be a valid
reﬁnement of S. Turning it upside-down to Sm  S means that the mutant could
be a valid reﬁnement of S. Generating mutants that are valid reﬁnements is covered
in [18] and used to asses the quality of a given test suite. The idea there is to use
the mutants aside the original contract on some ﬁxed test suite to see how well the
test inputs cover the original contract. Mutations are created by, e.g., precondition
weakening and postcondition strengthening.
We give an example to further clarify the diﬀerence. Suppose the contract
of method Reﬁnement in Listing 1 resembles Sm and S stands for the contract
of method Original. When only looking at the postcondition, we can argue that
Original does not reﬁne Reﬁnement (since it is the other way), so Sm  S holds.
One test case, distinguishing the two, would be to generate a function-result of one.
However, according to the speciﬁcation given by S this result is perfectly valid.
Hence, the value of such a test case remains limited with respect to uncovering
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implementations that do not adhere to the correct contract. It might, however, be
used to create valid input data for the normal testing process. Since we want to
detect contract violations, mutants based on S  Sm are of no interest to us. If,
however, we happen to create such a mutant, it won’t harm either. Note that by
using proper mutation operators, e.g., precondition strengthening and postcondition
weakening, we are able to generate mutants with the property of S  Sm.
Within the given formula above, the second disjunct (¬Smpre ∧ Spre ∧ Spost) de-
scribes the case when we want to generate test cases for mutated preconditions.
The meaning is quite simple, as we are searching for a test case that satisﬁes the
original speciﬁcation but fails at the mutated precondition. This means that the
mutant does not fulﬁll the reﬁnement property Spre ⇒ Smpre and, hence, would be
an improper implementation of the given speciﬁcation.
The ﬁrst disjunct (Spre ∧Smpost ∧¬Spost) deals with mutations in postconditions:
We are searching for a test case that fulﬁlls the precondition and the mutated
postcondition but not the original postcondition. This is, again, a violation of the
reﬁnement relation: ¬((Spre ∧ Smpost)⇒ Spost) ≡ (Spre ∧ Smpost ∧ ¬Spost)
Translated to Spec# and to the example of Listing 1 this means that we have to
insert the mutated pre- and postconditions at Reﬁnement. We then employ Boogie
to do a reﬁnement check for us: If the mutant is a reﬁnement, then Boogie will not
report a contract violation. Otherwise, Boogie will generate a counter-example that
gives us the information we are searching for, a discriminating test case.
We now present our methodology for contract-mutation based test-case genera-
tion with Spec#.
3.2 Methodology
The Spec#/Boogie system can be used for automated test case generation of mu-
tated contracts as follows:
(i) Let the correct (original, not mutated) contract be Cok, the mutated version
Cm, the precondition of a contract Cpre, and the postcondition Cpost. Also,
Cok needs to pass the static veriﬁer without any error.
(ii) Create a method O with Cok.
(iii) Create a method M without any contract.
(iv) If a postcondition was mutated, add Cmpost to M . Otherwise add C
ok
post.
(v) If a precondition was mutated, add Cmpre to M . Otherwise add C
ok
pre (or say
true).
(vi) Add the [Verify(false)] attribute to M that tells Spec# to not statically verify
M . (Since M has an empty body, a static check of the contract will fail.)
(vii) Within O place a call to M as sole element of the method body.
(viii) If O has a non-void return type, assign an arbitrary, but valid, return value
within the body of M and place a return statement before the call of M in the
body of O.
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Fig. 3. A more abstract, non-deterministic version of the postcondition of Figure 1.
context TriangleType(j:int,k:int,l:int):String
pre: j>=1 and k>=1 and l>=1 and
j<(k+l) and k<(j+l) and l<(j+k)
post: if ((j=k) or (j=l) or (k=l)) then
((result = "isosceles") or (result = "equilateral"))
else result = "scalene"
endif
(ix) Call the static veriﬁer:
• If one or more counter-examples can be found, create test cases.
• If no counter-example can be found, Cok  Cm holds and the mutation
generates valid behavior. So no test is needed.
Boogie reports several counter-examples when more than one pre/postcondition
does not hold. This might be, e.g., due to non-deterministic behavior of Cm that
potentially violates several conditions, or in the case both, pre- and postcondition,
were mutated. Adding mutated pre- and postconditions at the same time, however,
is not recommended, as a mutated precondition may hide contract violations of the
postcondition.
Non-determinism can be expressed to some degree within the contract: Given
the postcondition of Figure 1, a non-deterministic (more abstract) mutant can be
seen in Figure 3. In the following we assume that the implementation of the contract
shown in Figure 3 itself is deterministic. Then we need two test cases to be able to
distinguish the mutant from the original speciﬁcation: One test case with j = k = l,
and one for, e.g., (j = k) ∧ (k = l). This implies that we need to be provided with
two counter-examples. However, because Z3 is a SAT solver, it will only report one
error model per formula even if several diﬀerent models exist, as can be the case in
non-determinism. This can, to some degree, be moderated by splitting combined
conditions, e.g., lengthy If-Then-Else constructs, into separate conditions. In this
case Boogie will report a separate counter-example for each failing condition instead
of reporting one counter-example for the combined condition. In general, however,
non determinism is a tricky issue.
We discuss test-case generation from contract mutation of the triangle example
(see Figures 1 and 2) in the next section.
4 Example
Listing 2 shows a Spec# translation of the triangle example introduced in Figures 1
and 2. As described in the last section, the contract of method TriangleType O is
a direct copy of the speciﬁcation as shown in Figure 1. The contract of Triangle-
Type M, on the other hand, represents the mutated speciﬁcation, as can veriﬁed by
looking at the condition for equilateral triangles: The original speciﬁcation treats
triangles with the property of j = k = l as equilateral. The mutated contract treats
triangles with the property j = k = 1 as equilateral. Variables j, k, l encode the
lengths of the sides of a triangle.
For demonstration purposes we have also included an out-commented, mutated
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Listing 2: The familiar triangle-example in Spec#
1 using System ;
2 using Microso f t . Contracts ;
3
4 public class Program
5 {
6 public enum TriangleEnum {Scalene , I s o s c e l e s , Equ i l a t e r a l } ;
7
8
9 // This method implements the o r i g i n a l con t rac t .
10 public stat ic TriangleEnum TriangleType O ( int j , int k , int l )
11 // unmodified precond i t i on
12 requires ( j >= 1) && (k >= 1) && ( l >= 1) && ( j < ( k+l ) ) && (k < ( j+l ) )
13 && ( l < ( j+k ) ) ;
14 // unmodified pos t cond i t i on
15 ensures ( ( j == k) && (k == l ) ) ? ( r e s u l t == TriangleEnum . Equ i l a t e r a l ) :
16 ( ( ( j == k) | | ( j == l ) | | ( k == l ) ) ? ( r e s u l t ==
17 TriangleEnum . I s o s c e l e s ) : ( r e s u l t == TriangleEnum . Sca lene ) ) ;
18 {
19 // cons t ra in the r e s u l t so as to l i e w i th in in co r r e c t ”bounds”
20 return TriangleType M ( j , k , l ) ;
21
22 /∗ i f we have a r e a l implementation here , we could use a mutated
23 ve r s i on o f the implementation !
24
25 However , as we are not working on model programs t h i s time , we
26 i gno r e the implementation .
27
28 TriangleEnum re s ;
29 i f ( ( j == k) && (k == 1 ) ) r e s = TriangleEnum . Equ i l a t e r a l ;
30 e l s e i f ( ( j == k) | | ( j == l ) | | ( k == l ) ) r e s = TriangleEnum . I s o s c e l e s ;
31 e l s e r e s = TriangleEnum . Sca lene ;
32 return r e s ;
33 ∗/
34 }
35
36
37 // We use t h i s method fo r the s o l e purpose o f cons t ruc t ing the counter
38 // example , t h e r e f o r e we are not i n t e r e s t e d in the implementation and
39 // say :
40 [ Ver i f y ( fa l se ) ]
41 public stat ic TriangleEnum TriangleType M ( int j , int k , int l )
42 // copy o r i g i n a l precond i t i on ( not necessary )
43 requires ( j >= 1) && (k >= 1) && ( l >= 1) && ( j < ( k+l ) ) && (k < ( j+l ) )
44 && ( l < ( j+k ) ) ;
45
46 /∗ I f the p r e cond i t i on i s to be mutated , then i t has to be
47 i nc luded here in s t ead o f the o r i g i n a l p r e cond i t i on :
48 requires ( ( j >= 1) && (k >= 1) && ( l < 1) && ( j < ( k+l ) ) && (k < ( j+l ) )
49 && ( l < ( j+k ) ) ) ;
50 ∗/
51
52 // mutate po s t cond i t i on
53 ensures ( ( j == k) && (k == 1 ) ) ? ( r e s u l t == TriangleEnum . Equ i l a t e r a l ) :
54 ( ( ( j == k) | | ( j == l ) | | ( k == l ) ) ? ( r e s u l t ==
55 TriangleEnum . I s o s c e l e s ) : ( r e s u l t == TriangleEnum . Sca lene ) ) ;
56 {
57 // This body i s ignored when check ing TriangleType O !
58 return TriangleEnum . Equ i l a t e r a l ; // keep compi ler from complaining . .
59 }
60
61
62 stat ic void Main( string ! [ ] ! a rgs )
63 {
64 }
65 }
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precondition, as can be seen in line 48. The mutated precondition says that variable
l must be smaller than one. When uncommented, Boogie will report a counter-
example (j = k = l = 1) for the precondition. As already mentioned in the last
section, we only mutate either pre- or postcondition – never both at the same time.
In the remainder of this section, we look at the mutated postcondition.
In order to understand the following counter-example, it is useful to know that
TriangleEnum.Scalene is represented by the value 0, TriangleEnum.Isosceles by 1,
and TriangleEnum.Equilateral by 2.
Since we can argue after manual inspection of the postcondition that the contract
of TriangleType O is not reﬁned () by the contract of TriangleType M and because
we call TriangleType M within the body of TriangleType O, we expect Boogie to
calculate a counter-example. Indeed, after static veriﬁcation, Boogie presents us
a counter-example. Within the following excerpt of the value-part of the counter-
example, the ﬁrst column gives a partition number, the second column the value of
the partition, and the last column lists all variables that have assigned the value of
the partition.
[PartitionID]: [Value] {[Variables]}
...
*68: 1 {call7885formal@$result@0}
...
*73: 2 {k$in j$in l$in}
...
The presented snippet is only an excerpt of the rather lengthy example delivered
by Boogie but it contains the relevant information: We can see that the input values
of j, k, and l were determined to be equal to 2. Relating call7885formal@$result@0
to the call of TriangleType M needs a little more work, but can be done.
We ﬁrst look at the Boogie program that has been built from the Spec# program
to determine the block number containing the call to TriangleType M :
block2397:
assume true;
// ----- nop
// ----- copy ----- Program.ssc(19,3)
stack0i := j;
// ----- copy ----- Program.ssc(19,3)
stack1i := k;
// ----- copy ----- Program.ssc(19,3)
stack2i := l;
// ----- call ----- Program.ssc(19,3)
call return.value := Program.TriangleType_M$System.
Int32$System.Int32$System.Int32(stack0i, stack1i, stack2i);
// ----- branch
assume true;
goto block2091;
We can see that within block2397 the method gets ”called”. Remember, that
Boogie will replace the statement with the contract of TriangleType M. Boogie’s
/traceverify option allows us to look at the transformation process. In particular,
Boogie prints out converted versions of the method under investigation. From the
output of the passive form (see [3,19,4]), we can observe the name of the variable
where the “return” value of the “method call” is being saved. The following is an
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excerpt, most of the additional assumptions and assertions have been omitted.
block2397:
...
assume InRange(call7885formal@$result, Program.TriangleEnum);
assert j$in >= 1;
assert k$in >= 1;
assert l$in >= 1;
assert j$in < k$in + l$in;
assert k$in < j$in + l$in;
assert l$in < j$in + k$in;
assume IsHeap($Heap@0);
assume InRange(call7885formal@$result@0, Program.TriangleEnum);
assume cast($IfThenElse(j$in == k$in && k$in == 1, call7885formal@$result@0 == 2,
cast($IfThenElse(j$in == k$in || j$in == l$in || k$in == l$in,
call7885formal@$result@0 == 1, call7885formal@$result@0 == 0),bool)),bool);
...
assume $HeapSucc($Heap, $Heap@0);
...
assume true;
goto block2091;
Finally, we can conﬁrm that call7885formal@$result@0 stores the result of the
“call” to TriangleType M. In addition, we can see that Boogie switches the heap
generation before evaluating the postcondition of TriangleType M.
From the counter-example we now have observed the input values, and the return
value of the mutated method. We still lack the expected return value according to
the speciﬁcation. Unfortunately, we can not observe this value directly from the
error-model provided. This is because the postcondition is checked within following
statement:
ReallyLastGeneratedExit:
...
assert cast($IfThenElse(j$in == k$in && k$in == l$in, call7885formal@$result@0 == 2,
cast($IfThenElse(j$in == k$in || j$in == l$in || k$in == l$in,
call7885formal@$result@0 == 1, call7885formal@$result@0 == 0),bool)),bool);
return;
Since IfThenElse is treated as function, the above statement requires us to look
at the function interpretations of the error-model, which is tedious task. However,
within the given counter example, we can observe following interpretation that could
not be evaluated to true:
$IfThenElse(@true, anyEqual(1, 2), @true) = anyEqual(1, 2)
Since 1 is not equal to 2, that is the correct result, the proof fails. This completes
the discussion of the reported counter-example.
For this simple example, we have determined the input values of j, k, and l. In
addition, Boogie has us also supplied with the output of the mutant which suﬃces to
detect the mutant. Recovering the result of the original speciﬁcation requires more
work. However, since we can use a compiled version of the original postcondition as
oracle at runtime, we do not depend on the exact value of the original speciﬁcation’s
result.
5 Discussion
We understand that the presented example is a rather simple one. It was mainly
given for motivational reasons. In this section, we discuss a more advanced exam-
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Listing 3: Example operating on objects (calculator)
1 stat ic void Add O (MyStack Input )
2 requires ( Input != nu l l ) && ( Input . Count >= 2 ) ;
3 ensures ( Input . Count == old ( Input . Count ) − 1 ) ;
4 ensures ( Input . Peek ( ) == old ( Input . Peek ( ) ) + old ( Input . Peek2 ( ) ) ) ;
5 mod i f i e s Input . ∗ ;
6 {
7 Add M( Input ) ;
8 }
9
10 // mutated con t rac t
11 [ Ver i f y ( fa l se ) ]
12 stat ic void Add M (MyStack Input )
13 requires ( Input != nu l l ) && ( Input . Count >= 2 ) ;
14 ensures ( Input . Count == old ( Input . Count ) − 1 ) ;
15 ensures ( Input . Peek ( ) == old ( Input . Peek ( ) ) − old ( Input . Peek2 ( ) ) ) ;
16 mod i f i e s Input . ∗ ;
17 {
18 }
ple and highlight arising issues for test-case generation. Finally, we also mention
limitations that are inherent to the approach and evaluate their impact on the
methodology.
One of the main features of Spec# is that it is able to work with all data types
oﬀered by C#. This includes reference types, value types, as well as generic types.
Spec# also comes with annotations for some parts of the .NET core library. Because
Microsoft seems serious about bringing contracts to the every-day-developer, it is
reasonable to expect even better contract coverage of core-libraries in future. Taking
all this together makes Spec# a promising target for automated test case generation.
However, the same reasons also make test case generation a complex task, which is
also reﬂected to some part within the reported counter-example.
We give the example of an add method of a stack-based calculator, as seen in
Listing 3. Since we now left the world of “ints” and work on objects, we need to
call functions within the contract. The requirement for functions (methods) that
can be called from within contracts is the absence of any side-eﬀects: They are not
allowed to alter the state. Methods fulﬁlling this requirement may be marked with
the Pure attribute. Within the counter-example, pure methods are represented by
uninterpreted functions [11], so as soon as we want to have the capability to treat
objects for test-case generation, we have to evaluate uninterpreted functions within
the error-model.
For the given example in Listing 3, a counter-example looks like the following:
function interpretations:
...
#MyStack.get_Count($Heap, Input$in) = 2
#MyStack.get_Count($Heap@0, Input$in) = 1
#MyStack.Peek($Heap, Input$in) = 0
#MyStack.Peek($Heap@0, Input$in) = -1
#MyStack.Peek2($Heap, Input$in) = 1
At diﬀerent times within the computation process, these functions will return
diﬀerent values. This is reﬂected by diﬀerent heap generations in the counter-
example: $Heap means the initial generation that is followed by $Heap@0. (The
successorship is encoded elsewhere in the counter-example.)
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In order to generate a test case that reproduces this behavior, we have to “mock”
the MyStack object. As we do not know what methods an eventual implementation
will call on the object, we need to reconstruct the object state as good as possible.
Under the assumption that the methods of the class MyStack also have contracts
assigned, we can search for a sequence of method calls (“actions”) to get from an
initial state to the one described by the counter-example. This is very similar to
the classical AI planning problem [23], where an initial state, a goal state, and a
set of actions are given. A solution to this problem is a sequence of actions that
transforms the initial state to the goal state.
Besides these object-creation issues, there are more fundamental ones. For test-
case generation we rely on the solving capabilities of Z3: If the solver can not prove
a given veriﬁcation condition, even if it is true, we will try and create a test case.
However, given that we start from a proved speciﬁcation and also have control over
the mutation operations being performed, this case seems controllable.
Another issue for test-case generation is that of bugs in error models that might
occur due to implementation errors. We can not do much about this, other than
adding some validation step for created test cases.
After discussing the presented approach, we set it in context to related research
in the next section.
6 Related Research
Closest to our work is that of Billeter [7]. Starting from a Boogie generated counter-
example, that was derived from an implementation possibly not adhering to it’s
contract, Billeter presents an approach for making the counter-example executable
within the Visual-Studio Debugger. In order to reach that goal, he rewrites the
CIL-byte-code so that the method under investigation shows exactly the behavior
as speciﬁed in the counter-example. Since our presented work also is based on
the Boogie-reported counter-example, some of the same limitations as reported
in [7] apply: According to Billeter the counter-example contains incorrect values
when comprehensions (sum, product, min, max, count) are used. Also, as both
approaches depend on the ability of Z3 as solver, both approaches fail if Z3 is not
able to prove a certain veriﬁcation condition. In our approach, we would generate
unnecessary test cases, while Billeter is not able to reproduce a failing state. While
both approaches rely on the counter-example, the focus is very diﬀerent: We intend
to create test cases that are able to detect whether a certain mutated speciﬁcation
has been implemented, while Billeter makes the counter-example executable within
the debugger.
Check ’n’ Crash [10] (and the successor DND-Crasher) uses a combination of
static program analysis and dynamic test cases to test Java programs. These tests
uncover a set of possible failures, such as (among others) division by zero, deref-
erencing null, and accessing arrays outside of their domains. Check ’n’ Crash ﬁrst
analyzes Java programs for possible errors with ESC/Java. If a counter-example
is found, a constraint solver generates a test case that is then executed in order
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to see whether the found counter-example was spurious or not. While Check ’n’
Crash also uses counter-examples for test case generation, the aim diﬀers from that
of the presented approach, as we create test cases to uncover an implementation
that reﬁnes the wrong contract. Check ’n’ Crash uses tests to ﬁlter out spurious
counter-examples.
Based on Abstract Interpretation [9], Ferrara, Logozzo, and Fa¨hndrich [15] have
developed the static checker Clousot. Abstract Interpretation is a theory of approx-
imations: It uses more or less precise abstract semantics to reason about properties
of programs. Clousot, similar to Spec#/Boogie, is intended to statically uncover
contract violations and other errors from CIL code. It has a modular architecture
and allows the reﬁnement and composition of existing abstract domains in order to
create new ones. In comparison to Spec#, Clousot promises faster analysis while
also requiring less help from the programmer: As stated in [15], the tool rarely fails
to infer loop invariants to validate memory access. Since Clousot does not provide
a counter-example in the fashion Boogie does, it can not be used to generate test
cases for mutated speciﬁcations.
For contract representation, Clousot depends on FoxTrot, a CIL based anno-
tation language for .NET. It is possible to runtime-check FoxTrot speciﬁcations:
Whenever a pre- or postcondition does not hold, an exception is thrown. In combi-
nation with PEX [25] that does a path exploration of methods, this approach can
be used to automatically uncover bugs. In particular PEX uses the .NET proﬁling
API to inspect and rewrite the CIL instructions of a method prior to just-in-time
compilation. The instrumented code then drives a “shadow interpreter” that con-
structs and maintains symbolic representations and records conditions over which
the program branches. Because the postcondition is included within the method
code, PEX also explores all paths within the oracle, uncovering any faults within
the method body. During exploration, PEX determines all equivalence classes of
the method under investigation (including the contract). It is possible to apply the
presented approach with modiﬁcations to PEX: Instead of specifying the mutated
postcondition within the ensures block of the inserted method, we need to make
the postcondition executable and insert it as method body. Using the Choose func-
tion provided by PEX can thereby help modeling non-determinism. We have tested
the PEX approach with the given stack-calculator, as well as the given triangle
example. In both cases PEX is able to deliver test input that violates the original
postcondition. However, the stack-calculator required some explicit, manually de-
ﬁned factory method that allows PEX to construct integer stacks with a depth of
two. If such a factory method is not given, PEX can not ﬁnd a test case that passes
the precondition, hence it will not ﬁnd a test case for distinguishing original from
mutation. This means that in order for PEX to ﬁnd the discriminating test case,
we need to provide a constructor that allows the creation of a discriminating object
state in the ﬁrst place. When this is not the case, an error will be missed. Boogie,
on the other hand, tells us exactly what object state we are looking for.
In contrast to concrete and symbolic (concolic) execution frameworks, such as
DART [16], Cute [24], EXE [8], and PEX, that rely on code instrumentation, random
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testing, as, e.g., proposed in [21] can be used to generate test cases from pre-
and postconditions. This work has been integrated into the latest version of the
Eiﬀel [17] development environment. Goal is to provide the developer immediate
feedback if an implementation does not adhere to the given contract. Failing test
cases are stored and re-run during the next compilation cycles. Since we can modify
our approach to ﬁt the PEX methodology, we could also use random testing in order
to generate discriminating test inputs. Because random testing only guarantees
to ﬁnd speciﬁc cases with a certain probability we did not further evaluate this
combination.
7 Conclusion
Based on the theory of reﬁnement and by leveraging the capabilities of the Spec#
system, we present a methodology for automatically generating tests that can dis-
tinguish whether an implementation reﬁnes a faulty speciﬁcation. The presented
approach can be automatized and depends on calls to the underlying SAT solver
at test-generation time. Any subsequent run of the test-suite does not incur the
time-cost of calling the solver. Since the approach is goal oriented in that per erro-
neous speciﬁcation only one test-case (which might be tree-like, if non determinism
is present) has to be generated, the number of generated tests is directly dependent
on the number of faults that should be covered. In addition, for each test-case it is
known for which error the test was designed. An inherent property of the approach
is that equivalent mutants are ignored, meaning that no test cases are generated for
them. We have given an example and discussed limitations and expectations bound
to the approach. We also set the approach in context of recent developments within
the formal methods community. Currently, work is underway to build a mutator
for Spec# and add the missing counter-example instantiation capabilities.
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